
Performing art / Performance art 
 

Pina Bausch, the German choreographer: “I’m not so much interested in the way people move as in  
what moves them deep down.”  To which we can add: standing near any work of art must inevitably affect  

the viewer physically.  Whether or not your body moves outwardly, it will over time feel some twinge, pressure or 
movement, as Pina said, “deep down.”  You will respond with peculiar muscular tension or relaxation to a 

painted, drawn or sculpted figure, landscape, piece of fruit or abstract composition.  In that sense, 
 all visual artists are choreographers, drawers of the dance. 

 

In an age of “relational aesthetics,” putting living performers, active human bodies in a traditional art gallery  
space can thus be seen as furthering a provocative dialog between movement and stillness, internal  

and external worlds.  In the modern antiseptic environment where widely spaced art works are hung,  
performance counteracts the tendency for people to move past images, photographing them and their labels,  

without stopping to look.  Performance makes us aware anew that art is essentially about life lived  
in the present, our own current aesthetic and psychic dispositions, their development, their rewards.   

Performance stops us in the midst of our own dances, centering us, as any work of art should, in our minds  
and bodies—male or female, gay or straight, young or old, black or white. 

 

We assume what may not be true, that looking is the opposite of acting, that the observer is invariably passive.   
We assume that dance, theater or any performance is a communal activity and must be conveyed uniformly  

to all members of an attentive audience.  Such spectacles are also means by which each individual learns 
to understand or tell her or his own story.  Performance as a total work of art thus calls for  

spectators who are active interpreters, questioning such rigid dichotomies as teacher vs student:  
we are of course both, while experiencing art or life, and, altogether, while inhabiting art galleries. 

 

What happens if we challenge well-worn theatrical conventions and believe that at times rehearsals are  
as valid as final performances—or allow spectators to come and go at will?  Both the Juilliard Dancers and 

 August Company are exploring these avenues, as well as performing in the midst of the audience.   
Seth Lepore and Ben Hersey invite audience participation in creating the text and in the closing performance.   
Is this the death of theater or the reviewing of prospects seldom pursued?  Or, to return to where we began,  

what happens if we crowd art works together on decorated walls, creating intense conversations and visual journeys?  
Are museums and galleries overwhelmed or given a different, even strange physical and emotional life?  

 

Martha Graham speaks to us all, not only to those who dance, act or create all manner of art among us: 
There is a vitality, a life force, a quickness that is translated through you into action,  

and because there is only one of you in all time this expression is unique…. 
You do not have to believe in yourself or your work; you have to keep yourself open and aware  

to the urges that motivate you.  Keep the channel open….There is [then]…a blessed unrest 
 that keeps us marching and makes us more alive.  (Martha Graham to Agnes de Mille, 1943) 
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